[Inheritance of Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome and evolution of its clinical symptoms in families of patients in a prospective trial].
Medicogenetic examination was conducted in families of 46 patients (21 women and 25 men aged 16-74 years) with Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome. A total of 256 relatives were investigated (136 women and 120 men aged 2 to 85 years). As a result, the diagnosis of preexcitation syndrome and phenomenon was made initially in 75(29.3%) of the relatives: WPW syndrome, Clerc-Levy-Cristesco (CLC) syndrome, CLC phenomenon was made in 6(2.3%), 27(10.6%) and 42(16.4%) relatives, respectively. Additional conduction pathways in the families with WPW syndrome are inherited by the autosome-dominant type with penetrability 0.94(94%) and clinical polymorphism. Prospective observation of the families revealed evolution of the clinical symptoms (development of arrhythmia) in the relative with CLC or WPW phenomenon in unfavorable exo- and endogenic factors. WPW syndrome evolution in the patients ran with aggravation of arrhythmia though 12 patients showed improvement.